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3. On October 5, 2016, the Applicant’s attorney filed so-called condominium

documents for Beach Walk, which state that they are “submitted to the provisions of the
Unit Property Act of Delaware (25 Del. C. §§2201-2241),” which was superseded by the
DUCIOA . As noted in the discussion
above, the DUCIOA expressly provides that the Unit Property Act does not apply to
condominiums formed after September 30, 2009. Thus, the express terms of §81-l16(a) and (b)
provide that Chapter 22, the Unit Property Act, cannot apply to a condominium formed after
September 30, 2009. Accordingly, such a recitation of applicability cannot be effective. Nor is
there any explanation or evidence that the documentation can be effective if the declaration is
not.

Moreover, the DUCIOA contains many consumer protections, including a required
Public Offering Statement that are not contained in the Unit Property Act (based on the Synopsis
provided by Applicant that describes the inadequacies of the Unit Protection Act). Accordingly,
other serious legal questions are presented by a document that purports to be drafted under an
inapplicable and outdated statutory provision. It should be clear that the intention of the
Applicant intends to deprive potential purchasers of the Beach Walk condominium units of those
consumer protections provided in Subchapter IV Protection of Purchasers (§§8 l-401-421) of the
DUCIOA .

4. Applicant erroneously asserts that we rely on Chapter 81 of Title 25 of the
Delaware Code to conclude that the subdivision provisions of the Rehoboth City Code
apply; rather, we rely on the express provision of §236-3 of the City Code, which de?nes
the term “subdivision.” The proposed development for the BayMart shopping center meets the
definition ofa “subdivision” under Chapter 236-3 of the City Code. The term “subdivision” is
broadly defined to mean the division of a lot, tract or parcel of land into two or more lots, sites,
or other divisions of land for the purpose, whether immediate or future, of sale or building
development. (Emphasis added.) We refer to Pan: I of Question1 in our September 9, 2016
Memorandum and Part C of Question1 in our September 23, 2016 Memorandum, in which we
fully discussed the application ofthose provisions to the Beach Walk proposal.
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77 This quoted section from the
Synopsis makes clear that the City of Rehoboth subdivision and zoning laws apply to a
condominium form of ownership of real estate as the Applicanthas so aptly demonstrated.

5. Applicant continues to erroneously assert that “a single legal parcel” quali?es as
a condominium, contrary to the express provisions of 25 Del. C. §81-103(12), which the
Applicant actually cites in the October 3 letter, thereby contradicting himself. Once
condominium units are sold, they become separate parcels ofreal estate for all purposes. This
means that each unit (or “condo”) must be separately recorded with the Register of Deeds of
Sussex County and taxed as a separate parcel of real estate. Therefore, a “single legal parcel”
cannot be a condominium. As we noted in our Memoranda of Law, Applicant simply has no
understanding of what a condominium is and is simply using the term in an attempt to obfuscate
the proper application of the law.
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6. Contrary to Applicant’s claim, there is nothing “magical” about the
condominium form of ownership that would exempt a condominium from the City’s
subdivision laws. Such a claim is directly contrary to the explicit Delaware statutory provision
of §8l-l06(c), which provides that local subdivision laws apply to
condominium forms of ownership. Such a claim is a red herring, nothing more, and should be
dismissed as such.

7. A condominium form of ownership is a combination of the fee simple ownership
in a unit coupled with an interest in the common elements as tenants in common with the
other unit owners. It is a form of ownership just as fee simple, tenants in common, and tenants
by the entireties are. Just as the City subdivision law applies to detached single family dwelling
units owned in fee simple form, the City subdivision law applies to detached single family
dwelling units owned in the condominium form of ownership, which, as noted, combines a fee
simple interest with a tenants in common interes

8. Applicant’s claim that because §81-106(c) of the DUCIOA does not declare
condominiums to be subdivisions and that, as a condominium is not mentioned or included
in §236-3, the subdivision ordinance does not apply makes no sense and is a circular
argument. This is an argument that cannot be given any credence. Section 81-l06(c) of the
DUCIOA governs the sale and operation of condominiums. It also makes clear that local
subdivision and zoning laws are not invalidated by any provision under Chapter 81. This section
is needed to make clear that proposals such as the Beach Walk proposal remain subject to local
subdivision and zoning laws.

Section 236-3 is a land use law. The form of ownership is irrelevant to land use laws
such as the City subdivision law. Section 236-3 also does not mention any other form of
ownership such as fee simple, tenants in common or tenants by the entireties. Logically, §236-3
does not mention condominium ownership, which is a combination of fee simple and tenants in
common ownership. This claim is meaningless.

9. We note Applicant’s incorrect claim that we provide no support in our
September 9 and September 23, 2016 Memoranda of Law for the position that the Planning
Commission is not bound by the BOA decision. As we discussed in our September 9, 2016
Memorandum of Law, the Planning Commission conducts a de novo review any submitted plans
under the police powers of the State and so is not bound by an erroneous BOA decision,
particularly a decision that challenged the zoning law and consequently exceeded the authority of
the BOA and was decided on the basis of incorrect information.

Furthermore, as we noted in our September 23, 2016 Reply Memorandum of Law, we
find it objectionable that, having provided incorrect information to the Board of Adjustment (on
the square footage of the BayMart parcel, which Chair Evans treated as decisional based on his
remarks at the subsequent July 25, 2016 meeting, the Applicant’s attorney continues to press the
claim that the BOA decision must be followed by the Planning Commission when Applicant’s
attorney provided the incorrect information to the BOA which resulted in the BOA’s decision.
Applicant must now live with the consequences.
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10. We also raise a procedural issue involving fairness in these proceedings. Despite
the brie?ng schedule set forth by the Planning Commission on August 12, 2016, which required
that briefs would be due on September 9 with reply briefs due September 23, Applicant did not
timely ?le a reply brief, waiting until October 3, 2016 to do so. As we noted in our September
27, 2016 email to Ann Womack, we oppose this late ?ling of Applicant on the grounds of
fairness as the late ?ling enabled Applicant to take into account other Reply briefs before ?ling
his 0 . This concern is borne out by the fact that Applicant’s October 3 letter references the
position paper submitted by Susan Gay on the morning of October 3, 2016. As a result of the
late ?ling, the October 3 letter should be disregarded in its entirety and given no weight
whatsoever.

Respectfully submitted
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